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The sky is getting brighter, with a white void, which is different from the sunny days in the past. 

 

Yunxi hall. 

 

Xuanyunxi has been around Ye Chen for a long time. Although she is still sad at this time, she is still 

reluctant to let her new master offer sacrifices. 

 

"Master, today is the anode day. You regret it now. It's too late." 

 

"I never go back. It's you. Be careful. " 

 

Ye Chen shakes his head, but when he looks at Xuan Yunxi, he shows a little sympathy for this simple 

little girl. Maybe it won't be long before the dignified leader of Xuan Yi will attack her. 

 

"It's time! The sacrificial disciples will be sent to the seal underground palace in advance. " 

 

The elder of the law enforcement hall has surrounded Ye Chen with his disciples, as if afraid of Ye Chen's 

escape. 

 

Ye Chen's corner of the mouth starts to put on a faint smile, and he doesn't forget to show a smile to 

Xuan Yunxi. He walks into the seal underground palace with his hands behind him. 

 

…… 

 

Click. 



 

The moment Ye Chen enters the underground palace, the door of the underground palace has been 

closed. 

 

Xuanyunxi's heart heard the loud sound of closing the door, and he felt suffocated. 

 

She knew that after today, she might never see the master again. 

 

In the past few days, he has learned a lot about the power of the sea of stars, and ye Chen has never 

been tired of teaching. In her opinion, this is what ye Chen is doing. 

 

But no matter what she thought, she couldn't understand why Shifu wanted to die? 

 

Is it really the so-called cause and effect? 

 

At the moment, ye Chen naturally doesn't know what xuanyunxi thinks. At the moment when the gate is 

closed, he tries to push the hall door from the inside out, but he is flicked open by the force of the law of 

heaven and earth. 

 

Even if ye chenxuan's body turns into a supernatural power and soul body, and turns into boundless 

power, it has no effect at all! 

 

The breath of reincarnation in Ye Chen's hand is present, forming a huge power, which is pushed on the 

whole palace door. 

 

Still motionless! 

 

Such a deep power of the law of heaven and earth makes Ye Chen feel a little dignified. Such a huge law 

of heaven and earth, even if it is too real, can't be opened. 

 

Ye Chen is facing the gate of the palace. Now he is in a passive situation. He can only give priority to Xiao 

Huang and try to break through. 



 

In the seal underground palace, Xiao Huang curls up on the cold ground. 

 

"Xiao Huang!" 

 

Ye Chen walks a few steps quickly and goes directly to Xiao Huang. 

 

He stretched out his hand, and immediately felt that Xiao Huang's body was boiling hot, and the red and 

blue lights in his eyes and eyebrows were constantly alternating. The power of law in his body was 

running around, and he was on the edge of breaking through immediately! 

 

Ye Chen's face is heavy, and the eight trigrams and heaven elixir in his body show up. He finds that Xiao 

Huang is like a fierce collision between two kinds of cultivation at this time, but it also forms a strange 

balance, and even continues to promote the evolution of double pupil nightmare! 

 

The real double pupil nightmare is coming soon! 

 

"Is the other part the cultivation and power of Xuanyi Laozu?" 

 

"If that's true, Xiao Huang will surpass everything after he breaks through!" 

 

"Great!" 

 

Ye Chen sighs that after several twists and turns, Xiao Huang has finally successfully completed the 

evolution of double pupil nightmare, which is also of great help to the layout of the whole reincarnation 

master! 

 

However, ye Chen also knows his own situation. If they can't break through the limitation of the 

underground palace, with the help of Xuantian's Heart Sutra, he and Xiao Huang will be destroyed by 

Xuanyi's killing God array! 

 

…… 



 

Outside the underground palace. 

 

Xuanyunxi looks at Ye Chen's disappearing figure, and his heart is filled with a sense of loneliness. The 

old ancestor died, and the master sacrificed. In the whole Xuanyi gate, he is the only one left. 

 

The leader of Xuanyi sits on the open space outside the seal underground palace with his knees crossed. 

Ten elders of Xuanyi all sit around him according to their positions. 

 

Sandstorm everywhere, dust splashing, a huge array, in the huge jade ground emerged. 

 

Ten Xuanyi elders, ten different skills and five different mental powers! 

 

Kim! Wood! Water! Fire! Dirt! 

 

For a moment, over the whole underground palace, thunder and lightning crisscrossed, wind came 

forth, water and fire mingled. This different power, at this moment, perfectly condensed into a powerful 

force, even can crush the energy of the true strong! 

 

The strangest thing is that all their spirit power flows into the array like a stream. 

 

The ten Xuanyi elders themselves also implied five elements and eight trigrams. Under the dual power, 

the great array contained a huge killing intention. 

 

At this time, in the hands of leader Xuanyi, a Golden Book appeared. 

 

It's Xuantian Heart Sutra! 

 

In the Heart Sutra of Xuantian, a thin palm suddenly appeared. The light burst out, endless brilliant, 

endless fierce. 

 



Xuanyunxi looks at Xuanyi to destroy the spirit array to open slowly, both hands unconsciously clench. 

 

At this time, inside the seal underground palace, after this array started, there had been earth shaking 

changes.The seal underground palace, which used to be cold and humid, has changed its shape under 

the guidance of this soaring array. It seems that it is already a sea of swords and flames. 

 

The swaying sea of fire, as well as the endless sword mountain in the sea of fire. 

 

"Master!" 

 

Huang is trying his best to break through the edge, and has no time to distract himself from all the 

dangers around him. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen is also full of dignified color. He takes a deep breath, burns the blood formula, 

the body of heaven demon, hundred evil bodies and so on. At the same time, he raises his hand a little, 

and a golden and silver flame sweeps out in an instant! 

 

"Xuanjijuehuo! Xuan'er, do your best! " 

 

The pure energy in the Xuanling bead is infused into the fire of Daoling. Yan xuan'er tries her best. The 

gold and silver flame turns into a phoenix flying in the sea of fire. In an instant, it seems that the whole 

underground palace is about to be lit up! 

 

"Kill me!" 

 

From the tongue of fire like hell, countless ghosts and monsters emerge from the ground. 

 

Each one carries the power of destroying heaven and earth, driven by the ten different ways of heaven 

and earth. 

 

Each hell devil has used different magical powers one after another. 

 



They are not just puppets, but have their own fighting consciousness. 

 

Ye Chen's unswervingly guarding Xiao Huang's side is like a killing God, fighting side by side with Yan 

xuan'er! 

 

"It seems that Yan xuan'er's strength is not enough. In that case, Xu Tu Yuan Fu! Go 

 

A strong breath of Xu soil suddenly appeared and gathered around Xiao Huang. A big sword with Xu soil 

gas formed a shield to protect Xiao Huang in all directions. 

 

Xiao Huang's eyes look at Ye Chen and Yan xuan'er fighting, and their eyes become resolute and sharp! 

 

It's going to break through! 

 

It's going to get stronger! 

 

It wants to protect its owner! 

 

It will step on the whole Xuanyi gate! 

 

In the seal underground palace, Xiao Huang began to burst out a strong light, which formed a yin-yang 

formation in the air. 

 

And that should have been a round hole of yin and Yang, but now it was occupied by the dazzling red 

and blue light. 
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…… 



 

Outside the underground palace. 

 

Xuanyunxi was already restless at this time. Under the Xuanyi array, she heard the roar from the deep 

underground palace. 

 

Master must be suffering endlessly! 

 

Why is Shifu so stupid! 

 

Why sacrifice! 

 

"Xuanyi extermination array!" 

 

At the same time, a drop of blood appeared in the minds of all the elders, and what gathered on it was 

their accomplishments in the last hundred years. 

 

All the blood in my heart is like a drop of water, rising slowly towards the Xuantian Heart Sutra in the 

center. 

 

The holy light palm in the air, while receiving the power of blood, has already sent out red light between 

the fingers. 

 

As long as Xuantian Heart Sutra successfully engulfs all the essence and blood, then the whole Xuanyi 

anti God array will be completely activated, and there is no room for maneuver. 

 

"What shall we do! Master, you will die! " 

 

Xuanyunxi finds out that he doesn't want to see his master die like his father. At least he can't die in 

xuanyimen. He is the young master of xuanyimen. How can he just watch his master sacrifice! 

 



No way! She will never allow the people around her to leave her again! 

 

Her sad eyes became firm and persistent, and she glanced at the elders who were sitting cross knee. 

 

"Xuanyixinghe chop!" 

 

All of a sudden, a sword wave burst out, aiming at the ten drops of blood essence in the heart. 

 

The magic power of water system, like ten sharp swords, burst out when no one was on guard. 

 

Every drop of heart blood in the moment of contact with the sword, has melted in the sword, the sword 

speed does not slow down, directly out of the array, fell on the jade board outside the array. 

 

All previous achievements are wasted! 

 

Every elder's face was a little pale. The essence and blood of a hundred years was not easy for them to 

get. 

 

It also has an impact on their own cultivation. 

 

"Xuanyunxi! Are you crazy? " 

 

Xuanyun cut at this time to see Xuanyun Xi's eyes have changed, towering kill intended to gather in the 

eyes, as if the other party is a madman. 

 

Xuanyunxi mouth but showed a bitter smile: "I regret, I don't want him to sacrifice!" 

 

"The array has been activated. You have no right to say no!" 

 



At this time, leader Xuanyi was angry at the interruption of the array. How dangerous this evil thing is. 

How long will it take to kill him! 

 

"Coagulate again!" 

 

Xuanyi leader said coldly, the opportunity is once in a blue moon. If not, there will be no future. 

 

The elders of Xuanyi all showed their bitterness. Although the hundred year cultivation was nothing to 

them, it was also accumulated over many years. At this time, because xuanyunxi had to gather the 

hundred year cultivation again, he was even more angry with xuanyunxi. 

 

In the past, she was sheltered by her father. She was a girl, and she could barely become a young 

master. But now, when she died, she was a lonely girl, and dare to be so proud! 

 

"Concentrate 

 

Looking at the anger of the outstanding people, the headmaster reminded me again. 

 

"Yunzhan, take xuanyunxi." 

 

"Yes! Father 

 

At present, can take xuanyunxi! This is Xuanyun's long cherished wish for many years! 

 

"Xuantian huoyun palm!" 

 

Xuanyunjian's palms form the power of fire. The clouds in the void are also dyed with the color of fire, 

forming one after another clouds of fire. 

 

The breath of fierce fire shrouded xuanyunxi's body. 



 

Seems to want to kill her directly! 

 

Xuanyunxi beautiful and firm eyes a coagulation, loud voice way: "alone with you! Not yet 

 

Xuanyun Xi Xiumu a pick, and then the whole person has been toward a reverse. 

 

And the direction of her flight is the position of one of the elders! 

 

"Be careful, martial uncle!" 

 

Xuanyunjian's reminder is still late, xuanyunxi's palm has been patted on the elder's descendants! 

 

"Poof!" 

 

A mouthful of bright red blood directly sprayed out, people have also left from the guard's position, 

revealing a gap. 

 

Xuanyunxi didn't hesitate, a falling flower palm slapped on the ground, and the water system magic ice 

needles had gone towards the eyes of the array. 

 

At this time, under the attack of xuanyunxi, the immortal array, which had already appeared a little 

problem, gradually collapsed. 

 

"Not yet!" 

 

Xuanyi leader obviously doesn't want to give up easily. Xuanyunzhan doesn't stop xuanyunxi. Although 

it's unexpected, xuanyunxi has a delusion to break the Xuanyi immortality array with his own strength. 

It's really a bit of whimsical! 

 



The majestic momentum of taizhenjing swept out of the leader Xuanyi's hand. He forced his hand to 

defeat xuanyunxi. 

 

Xuanyunxi didn't dodge at all. In her opinion, this is her only chance.If you miss this, once the array is 

completed, the master will really die in the underground palace! 

 

Although Xuanyi's palm didn't use all his strength, it was hard for xuanyunxi to fight. 

 

There is a big difference between those who are too strong and those who are still strong! 

 

"Xuantian Heart Sutra!" 

 

Xuanyunxi no longer think, the whole body is still towards the eyes, but the target is no longer human, 

and Xuantian Heart Sutra! 

 

At this time, half of Xuantian Heart Sutra is flowing brilliant light! 

 

Xuanyunxi knew that his strength was limited, so he didn't use his last strength to fight against Xuantian 

Xinjing, but he could only put all his eggs in one basket, hoping to move Xuantian Xinjing out of the eye 

of the array. 

 

As long as you leave the eye of the array, the blessing of Xuantian Heart Sutra on the killing God array 

will naturally disappear! 

 

Everything happened so fast that even leader Xuanyi couldn't stop it. 

 

Xuan cloud cuts facial expression iron green of looking at Xuan Yun Xi, this is almost a suicide type 

scene! 

 

He really doesn't understand, what's good about that boy? Xuanyunxi doesn't even want his life for him! 

 



Bang! 

 

After a loud bang, xuanyunxi and Xuantian's Heart Sutra were almost defeated by the force of the 

collision. 

 

The light of Xuantian Heart Sutra slowly weakened, and finally returned to the original appearance, and 

slowly returned to the hands of leader Xuanyi. 

 

And xuanyunxi chest by collision, blood disorder in the body, a jet of black blood, the whole person has 

been lying on the ground. 

 

Weak to the extreme! 

 

Even the life force is passing! 

 

"You bastard 

 

The leader of Xuanyi sees that Xuanyi's killing God array is useless. At this time, he is burning with anger. 

He wants to kill xuanyunxi with one sword! 

 

"I don't regret..." 

 

Xuanyunxi is to open a way, just the voice contains powerlessness and sadness, anyway, she also won a 

trace of life for the master. 

 

Although she is simple, she is not stupid. She knows that after her grandfather's death, she will be alone 

in xuanyimen and something will happen! 

 

The only one who cares about her is Shifu! 

 



Although the origin of Shifu is unknown, she knows that Shifu is definitely not a bad person in the past 

few days! 

 

Not for her, at least! 

 

She doesn't regret being so seriously injured or destroying the array! Even death! 

 

Is reckless, is not right xuanyimen, but she from their own heart! 
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Seeing that Xuantian's Heart Sutra has lost its light, some of the elders of Xuanyi are relieved that the 

array has been broken. Obviously, they don't have to contribute a hundred years of cultivation. 

 

However, the most intense emotional fluctuations of nature is Xuanyi leader! 

 

"Lao Zu died. As the only granddaughter, you did this. You broke the killing array and let go of the culprit 

who killed Lao Zu!" 

 

At this time, the leader of Xuanyi seems to be standing on the commanding height of morality. He looks 

at xuanyunxi indignantly. 

 

” 

 

xuanyunxi shook his head and said seriously: "master, grandfather has died innocently. Now if you 

sacrifice again, it's like killing people! Xuanyimen always use force to frighten all sides, but they always 

protect their own disciples. Now it's against the purpose of Xuanyi school to offer sacrifices to others! " 

 

"It's unreasonable! You don't deserve to be my granddaughter at all Xuanyunjian also said, he is very 

clear, this is the best time to challenge xuanyunxi. 



 

"Lao Zu has taught you so many magical skills in the past few years. You are not only ungrateful, but also 

stop us from taking revenge for him now. It's so shameful!" 

 

Xuanyunxi at this time also heard the words in xuanyunzhan's words, and said in a cold voice: "You 

slander my grandfather. Every magic power I learned from xuanyunxi came from Xuanyi palace. After 

passing the examination, I learned it! Grandfather didn't teach me secretly! " 

 

"Hum!" Xuanyun chop a pair of we firmly don't believe the appearance, "I see you don't sophistry, you 

think you can become the first person of zongmen water system martial arts?"? Do you really think it's 

up to you? Or what you call the blood of awakening? " 

 

"What do you mean?" Xuanyunxi looks at xuanyunzhan's eyes. The other party has become very sharp. 

She realizes that the other party seems to be deliberately misleading people. 

 

"What do I mean? There are 34500 disciples of Xuanyi sect. Why can only your blood awaken suddenly? 

It's because Laozu secretly gave you the treasure of Zhenzong! " 

 

"Nonsense 

 

"There's no nonsense about yunzhan," the leader of Xuanyi said in a voice at this time. This is the double 

play of their father and son. 

 

"in those days, I discovered the essence of the supreme water source. This is the treasure of the town, 

and it is left to the most talented pupil of Xuan. However, the old ancestor used it to protect the 

meridians for you. 

 

Xuanyunxi, these things have passed. I don't want to pursue them! " 

 

With a change of voice, the leader Xuanyi's eyes showed his authority: "but recently you have lost your 

moral integrity! Even want to rely on one's own strength to fight against the whole xuanyimen, not 

worthy to be xuanyishaozhu! I'm not worthy to be the little elder martial sister of many disciples! " 

 



In an instant, the words of leader Xuanyi ignited the mood of many disciples! 

 

"Yes! Xuanyunxi doesn't deserve to be xuanyishaozhu 

 

Everyone agrees with the way one after another, looking at xuanyunxi's eyes, there is no previous 

respect, some are just the contempt of falling into the well. 

 

"Today, if you hand over the magic power and treasure that your ancestors taught you privately, I can 

let you go and leave you to be an ordinary disciple in our Xuanyi sect!" 

 

The head of Xuanyi is full of righteous words, as if this is the greatest grace to xuanyunxi! 

 

At this moment, xuanyunxi instantly understood why the leader was like this! 

 

She has a hunch that this day will come! But did not want to come so thoroughly! 

 

Are these so-called treasures really more important than themselves? 

 

Don't those younger martial brothers respect themselves sincerely? 

 

At this moment, she seems to see everyone's face after tearing off the camouflage! 

 

Make her feel sick! 

 

Her eyes were extremely cold, her eyes were red, like blood, she said word by word: "not to mention 

that my grandfather never left me any magic treasure, even if there is, I will never give you my Xuanyi 

treasure to look at you 

 

"Oh? If you say so, you have it! " Xuanyun cut proud to see his father. 

 



The head of Xuanyi sneered. At this time, his face was full of expression, and there was a real fire 

between his fingers. 

 

He and xuanyunzhan have found many places in the resting place of Laozu, but they have not found 

them. At this time, the only hope is xuanyunxi. 

 

Just then, an old man with gray hair suddenly said, "headmaster Yunxi is simple and doesn't know what 

to do. Will that be... " 

 

The old man looked at xuanyunxi some pity, this is just a child, but to bear so much blame. 

 

However, the elder of the law enforcement hall, who was staring at the moment like a copper bell, said 

coldly to the old man, "are you old fool? Her behavior is like deceiving her teacher and destroying her 

ancestors! Do you still want to plead for her? " 

 

The gray haired old man sighed, only to see xuanyunxi, and said nothing more. 

 

He has run out of oil, the lamp is dry, and his cultivation is no better than others. What's his qualification 

to speak? 

 

"Xuanyunxi, I'll give you one last chance to hand in the magic power and treasure that your ancestors 

gave you, and I can make you an ordinary disciple, otherwise! You may also want to sacrifice to your 

ancestors! " 

 

"Bah!" Xuanyunxi spat, "ordinary disciple? Who cares? "How can she say that she is also the only 

granddaughter of Laozu. At this time, she was so humiliated that she could not be arrested! 

 

However, xuanyunxi was attacked by Xuantian's Heart Sutra. At this time, it was already the end of the 

crossbow, but he was just supporting it all the time. 

 

"Ha ha!" 

 



The head of Xuanyi has already put out two palms, and Xuanyi real fire has wrapped xuanyunxi. 

 

"I'll see how tough you are!" 

 

The industry fire entangles the body, the burning breath will cover the xuanyunxi layer by layer, layer by 

layer baking the xuanyunxi. 

 

The meridians all over his body seem to be ignited. Xuanyunxi tries to use water to connect Wudao, but 

the condensed water Tao rhyme has just come into contact with this fire and has been evaporated. 

 

There is no resistance at all. 

 

Xuan cloud cuts the vision to always tightly shut the Xuan Yun Xi of the mouth, didn't expect that she 

unexpectedly mouth hard so far! 

 

"Xuanyunxi, I'll give you one last chance to say! Where did you hide all the things of Lao Zu? " 

 

You know, this Xuanyi fire is not weaker than any other foreign fire. It's not easy to endure even if it's 

near without high cultivation. 

 

"Father 

 

Xuanyunjian looks at xuanyunxi, and doesn't want to reveal anything. He looks anxiously at the head of 

Xuanyi. 

 

"Yunxi Do you really have such a hard mouth? " 

 

Xuanyi leader once again showed a touch of gentle color. 

 

At this time, xuanyunxi has seen the real face of the leader's hypocrisy, and only cold and cool meaning 

is left in his heart. 



 

"Ah, that would offend..." 

 

Xuanyi headmaster's hand reversed, and a small five elements and Five ghosts array appeared in his 

hand. 

 

"One last chance, or I'll make you a puppet!" 
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Xuanyun West cold hum a, looking at this she called for more than ten years of the headmaster uncle, 

word by word way: "to kill to cut, whatever you want!" 

 

The five elements and Five ghosts array is one of the most powerful training methods of Xuanyi. 

 

But in xuanyunxi's heart, he was refined into a puppet, better than to live in xuanyimen! 

 

She Xuan Yun Xi's way heart has no the slightest fear, want to let her so hold on to capture, absolutely 

not! 

 

"Xuanyi is like ice formation!" 

 

Xuanyunxi's awakening blood power instantly burns up, her eyes color has become ice blue, the deep 

pupil, looking at the head of Xuanyi, is already a piece of cold. 

 

"Put it down!" 

 

Xuanyi headmaster Tieqing's face, looking at xuanyunxi, seemed to be looking at a corpse. 

 



The ghost array shrouds xuanyunxi's head, just like pressing the top, and suppresses xuanyunxi inch by 

inch. 

 

"Poof..." 

 

Blood oozes from the corner of xuanyunxi's mouth, wetting all her clothes. 

 

A wisp of divine light shot from xuanyunxi's chest and wrapped her up. 

 

That divine light is like a protective cover, completely protecting her whole person. 

 

It was the frost stone that her grandfather gave her! 

 

The frost stone sent out a strong light, and even a shadow, standing behind xuanyunxi. 

 

"It's Lao Zu!" 

 

Seeing this scene, xuanyunjian almost suspected that his grandfather was not dead at all. At this time, 

he was almost scared to stand unsteadily. 

 

"No way!" 

 

Leader Xuanyi's eyes are ferocious. Obviously, I don't believe this scene. 

 

"Yunxi..." 

 

The voice of the old ancestor comes from the void with the same timbre as before. 

 

"Grandfather!" 



 

Xuanyunxi's tears have been flowing down the river, this is her grandfather's last guard. 

 

At this time, the whole figure of Laozu was standing in her sea of knowledge. 

 

"Yunxi, I only appeared for a moment. This frost stone, I have opened up a side from the sky, the magic 

powers I have studied over the years, treasures are in it. You are the most suitable person to practice 

Xuantian Heart Sutra. Remember, don't trust people. " 

 

"Grandfather Grandpa... " 

 

Xuanyunxi a cry, but the ancestor has disappeared, really disappeared in the whole world. 

 

Under the pressure of Laozu, the ghost array offered by leader Xuanyi has fallen apart. 

 

Xuanyi leader's short-term Lengshen later, has issued a roaring laughter. 

 

"I didn't expect that it would take no effort!" 

 

Xuanyunjian is also looking at the frost stone in front of xuanyunxi's chest. 

 

"Hand in the frost stone!" 

 

The disciple of law enforcement hall has surrounded xuanyunxi, as if for fear that she will disappear out 

of thin air. 

 

Xuanyunxi holds the frost stone in one hand and looks sad. This is the last thing that her grandfather left 

her. 

 

…… 



 

At the same time, in the seal underground palace, because of the destruction of xuanyunxi, the sea of 

swords, mountains and fires that had been one after another had disappeared. 

 

"The array has disappeared?" 

 

Ye Chen some surprised looking at the circumstance around, the extremely evil pupil exerts, naturally 

saw a scene outside! 

 

Is it xuanyunxi? She broke the array by force? 

 

As soon as she heard that she wanted to sacrifice, she didn't agree with her, but at this time, plus those 

martial uncles who were eyeing her, her situation was unimaginable. 

 

Without the roaring influence of these monsters, Huang's breakthrough speed increased significantly. 

 

The totem of yin and Yang above the sky, like a pagoda, slowly materializes, wrapping Xiaohuang layer 

by layer. 

 

The meridians are washed inch by inch, washed again and again. 

 

Constantly breaking, and then constantly bonding. 

 

Red and blue sacred light, the supreme luster, forming a vast river, grand atmosphere. 

 

Boom! 

 

A huge light burst out of the little yellow body. 

 



It seems that it's because Xiao Huang can't absorb so much Xuanyi's energy, and the rest of the energy 

bursts out in this instant! 

 

Endless laws! 

 

"Roar!" 

 

The roar of Shuangtong's nightmare shook the sky above xuanyimen in a flash. 

 

The gate, which was unable to shake even taizhenjing, was shattered in the roar of Xiao Huang. 

 

We can see how terrible Xiao Huang is now! 

 

Taigu's twin pupil nightmare is very powerful. Even a cub can't be underestimated. 

 

In this instant, the Xuanyi God killing array has completely lost its power. 

 

The array is completely invalid. At the same time, the ten Xuanyi elders all spew out a stream of blood. 

 

Xuanyi exterminates the spirit array, before poured a lot of their essence blood, at this time, after this 

two pupil nightmare roars, all suffered the counter attack, vomited a mouthful of bright red blood."Xiao 

Huang! Let's go out and meet them 

 

Ye Chen's momentum at this time is surging, Xuan one door dares to touch Xiao Huang, will pay the 

price. 

 

Xiao Huang also obviously sensed that the previous things were all done by Xuanyi's ancestors, and his 

fierce look represented that he was in a very bad mood at this time. 

 

The consequences are serious! 



 

"Bang!" 

 

The sudden fragmentation of the gate of the underground palace obviously made all the people present 

vibrate slightly. 

 

Leader Xuanyi can't help but turn his head and look in the direction of the gate. He guesses in his heart 

that it's caused by the anti God array? 

 

But when he saw two figures appear at the gate, his expression changed completely. 

 

Terrified! It's like seeing a ghost! 

 

In the distance, xuanyunxi's eyes were tearful. When he saw Ye Chen, he seemed to see the Savior. 

 

Master is still alive! 

 

Maybe at the moment, the whole Xuanyi sect, only Shifu, who doesn't belong to Xuanyi sect, can make 

her feel the temperature of the world. 

 

She opened her mouth difficultly and called out in a very weak voice: "master..." 

 

Ye Chen and Xiao Huang walk out of the seal underground palace with red and blue luster. 

 

Ye Chen instantly saw the xuanyunxi surrounded by people, and the endless anger burned in his heart! 

The killing will continue to brew! 

 

"Yunxi!" 

 

Ye Chen steps forward and blocks xuanyunxi. 



 

He can feel how much Xuan Yunxi's injury is! 

 

"Father, they came out alive..." Xuanyunjian saw Ye Chen and Xiao Huang come out together, just like 

seeing the evil things. 

 

"Evil things!" 

 

"They are all evil things!" 

 

Xuanyi elders are terrified, and their brains are full of the dry bones of Xuanyi's ancestors. They don't 

want to be the same as their ancestors! 

 

Laozu's strength is unbearable, not to mention them! 

 

"Kill them!" 

 

"Kill them!" 

 

Immediately, all Xuan a disciple and elder roar, as if like this can hurt Ye Chen them! 

 

However, ye Chen's expression is still indifferent to everyone's killing intention. His eyes fall on Xuan 

Yunxi, and his heart is full of mixed feelings, saying: 

 

"Yunxi, how can it be like this! It's a shame to be a teacher. " 

 

"Remember, don't act rashly before you have absolute strength!" 

 

With that, ye Chen will help xuanyunxi up. Bagua Tiandan skill floats from behind and has begun to help 

xuanyunxi recover slowly. 
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"Master, you're OK." 

 

Xuanyunxi holds the frost stone in his hand and looks at Ye Chen almost begging. 

 

"Master, this is the only relic that my grandfather left me. Please help me guard it." 

 

Ye Chen looks at the stone that she holds tightly in the hand, quite cautiously nodded. 

 

"Thank you, master." 

 

Xuanyunxi's pale face was tinged with joy. 

 

Xuanyunjian looked at the two people so, even busy way: "father, xuanyunxi has colluded with evil 

things together! It's time we did it! " 

 

The leader of Xuanyi snorted coldly: "Xuanyi's disciples and elders listen to the order!" 

 

With that, the Xuantian Heart Sutra in his hand had been sacrificed, and the towering pressure broke 

out again. 

 

Obviously, we should use this to kill Xiao Huang and ye Chen! 

 

At the moment, Shuangtong mengyan Xiaohuang naturally found something, it stepped forward, 

endless fierce explosion, under the foot of the jade ground instantly formed a crack lines. 

 

The red and blue Qi Ze, along these lines, directly forced the whole xuanyimen to give way. 



 

And ye Chen is also holding evil sword, just like killing God, directly step to the front of the battle, cold 

eyes scan the whole field: "is you, hurt my apprentice Yunxi?" 

 

The fury of the sky, the fury of the burning, let Xuan cloud chop etc. is a heart jump. 

 

Who could have thought that a boy in heaven and earth could burst out such a killing idea! 

 

Even let their souls tremble at the moment! 

 

This is the intuition of death! 

 

"Father! Come on Xuanyun was a little flustered at the moment. 

 

Although his realm is much higher than that of Ye Chen, he knows that he is by no means the opponent 

of this boy! 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

The leader of Xuanyi, looking at Xuanyun's dispirited appearance, shook his head and said, "we have 

Xuantian's Heart Sutra of the supreme daughter of heaven. Even if Hong Tianjing comes, he has the 

power of the first battle!" 

 

Xuanyi elders look dignified, but they are not afraid of Ye Chen. What they are afraid of is the fierce 

beast with red and blue luster! 

 

This is an ominous thing that let the ancestor fall in the middle of taizhenjing! 

 

Just afraid of this battle, they Xuanyi goalkeeper will have to pay a very painful price to earn a trace of 

life. 

 



The leader of Xuanyi looked at a figure and sneered: "xuanyunxi, this double pupil nightmare is the 

culprit who devours your grandfather. You want to save it indiscriminately. It's really your grandfather's 

face!" 

 

Xuanyunxi is weak, but the bright and firm eyes are staring at Xuanyi leader: "master, don't you also 

think about the supernatural power and relics left by my grandfather? At this time, I still want to sow 

discord! " 

 

Xuanyunxi is very sure that no matter what happened before, the most important thing for her now is to 

protect the relics left by her grandfather. 

 

In a flash! Sudden change! 

 

Xiao Huang's figure suddenly changed. Every hair of the cub with two pupils and nightmares exudes 

archaic breath. The archaic law of heaven condensed on it, wisps of red and blue source gas, floated 

around it, and endless prestige shrouded over the whole Xuanyi mountain range! 

 

At this moment, leader Xuanyi and others know that they can't wait to die! 

 

"You work together to deal with the spirit beast, he will give it to me!" 

 

The leader of Xuanyi quickly explained that the spirit beast was frowning at the young man. It was 

obvious that the young man was the master of the nightmare. 

 

After catching the thief, master Xuanyi decides to do his best to catch Ye Chen. 

 

"Yunxi, go away!" 

 

Ye Chen pushes xuanyunxi aside, which will be the battlefield where he and Xiao Huang fight side by 

side! 

 

"Xuanyixian magic array!" 



 

The ten elders looked at each other and cried out almost at the same time. 

 

However, the scattered disciples were mainly from the law enforcement hall, with ten members as a 

small group to protect the elders. 

 

The xuanyixian magic array is a huge array. The more the number of people, the stronger the power. 

 

At this time, they are performing the double ring array. The elders are one ring, and the disciples are one 

ring. 

 

The highest array of Xuanyi immortal magic array can reach the sixth ring. Once the sixth ring immortal 

magic array is offered, the immortal devil can't escape. 

 

Xiao Huang, the founder of Taigu, obviously won't be afraid of the magic array. 

 

On the two claws, the Taigu Qi Ze of swallowing the sky is like silk thread, forming traces of light and 

shadow. 

 

The pure white immortal devil source gas collides with the red and blue archaic gas. 

 

A light wave was formed and shot around. The gate of the underground palace, which had been broken, 

collapsed with the surrounding palaces. 

 

The guard array of Xuanyi mountain, under the vibration of this light wave, even shook up. 

 

The huge divine power even swept xuanyunxi out. Xiaohuang disappeared in an instant. He had caught 

xuanyunxi and returned to his original place again. 

 

For Xiao Huang, the host has promised to protect her, and she must be protected together, and she is 

the kindest person in the whole Xuanyi sect.But xuanyunxi's eyes to Xiao Huang are very complicated. 



He is the main culprit of swallowing his grandfather, but he is very close to his master. At this time, he is 

actually protecting himself. 

 

How to calculate the cause and effect? 

 

Ye Chen holds Sha sword in hand and nods to Xiao Huang: "well done!" 

 

"Do it with me, and be distracted!" 

 

Xuantian Heart Sutra possessed by divine light and the source of five elements of gold, wood, water, fire 

and earth also appeared in the palm of Xuanyi. 

 

"Gold, stone, eye of heaven!" 

 

"The wood and the stone gather the divine sense!" 

 

"Water - Mangshi keeps essence and blood!" 

 

"Fire, stone, bone!" 

 

"Earth, stone, flat ground!" 

 

The source of the five elements formed a huge puppet in leader Xuanyi's array. 

 

Waving like a sickle from hell, he bravely rushes to Ye Chen. 

 

But, until now, ye Chen is still, incomparably indifferent to stand in the same place, even, the corner of 

the mouth is still hanging a wisp of disdain smile. 

 

This smile made all xuanyimen disciples sneer! 



 

In their opinion, ye Chen gave up! 

 

Ye Chen doesn't have the qualification to survive from the hand of Xuanyi headmaster! 

 

Even if the headmaster was injured in the battle just now! 

 

But, at this time, ye Chen is casually raised his hand, toward the huge puppet, a punch! 

 

Seeing this punch, the warriors could not help showing a touch of sarcastic smile. 

 

Waste is waste, even the dying struggle is so unbearable? 

 

Ye Chen didn't use any martial arts skills. He played with pure strength! 

 

At this time, ye Chen's fist finally collided with the puppet! 

 

All of a sudden, the violent breath of the law of destruction exploded on Ye Chen's fist, the air collapsed 

layer upon layer, and the desertification sickle in the hands of the Czar puppet turned into powder. 

 

And the puppet's strong body, is brave and fearless impact, and ye Chen's fist collided together, burst 

out of the sky. 

 

The puppet under the blessing of Xuantian Heart Sutra is extremely strong, but ye Chen is not hurt at all, 

but is shocked back two steps. 
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Ye Chen's eyes toward the puppet were dignified. It seemed that even if it was half a volume of Xuantian 

Heart Sutra, its power could not be underestimated. 

 

In fact, ye Chen's physical body is as strong as it can be. With the blessing of taishangtian magic body 

and sanyuantaiyigong, and combined with reincarnation blood, ye Chen's physical strength is so strong 

that the general power and shadow should fall apart with his fist! But at the moment, it made him back 

two steps! 

 

Even so, it also made everyone present, even leader Xuanyi's expression solidified! 

 

This blow didn't turn ye Chen into a blood fog! 

 

What is the origin of this boy! 

 

Don't hesitate any more, all the elders and disciples of the array will do it together! 

 

There is a big array blessing in Xuanyi sect, and the big array is different from the mainstream array! 

 

Even if ye Chen controls the inheritance of taixuan array emperor, it is doomed to fail in a short time! 

 

For a moment, xuanyimen has one powerful array after another, which is constantly used, but it can 

trap Ye Chen and Xiao Huang. 

 

The disadvantages of Xiaohuang, an archaic legacy, are gradually revealed. His current body cultivation 

can not give full play to the full strength of Shuangtong nightmare, nor can he bear the long-term wear 

and tear, and even slowly shows a declining trend. 

 

Ye Chen sees that Xiao Huang is weak, but he is dragged down by the leader Xuanyi. He is also short of 

skills for a moment! 

 

"Ha ha ha! What archaic legacy, but so! " 

 



Two people gradually downwind, Xuanyi leader this old fox nature won't turn a blind eye, now is more 

arrogant smile! 

 

Ye Chen is dull to hum a, also don't want to show off the fast of the tongue with him. 

 

Xuanyunxi looks at the master and the spirit beast slowly defeated, and his heart is also very anxious. 

The ice sword condenses out, and he is about to rush into the formation. 

 

Xiao Huang has a panoramic view of everything, knowing that if he goes on like this, he and his host 

must not stand out! 

 

"Master!" 

 

Xiao Huang finds a chance to get to Ye Chen and says in a low voice. 

 

"I have a way to break the deadlock." 

 

The leaf Chen side eye saw small yellow one eye, small yellow spirit beast's face, unexpectedly revealed 

that a silk of dignified. 

 

"You say it 

 

Ye Chen also knows that he can't drag on like this. There are so many people in Xuanyi, and they can't 

hold on for long. 

 

"I can burn a trace of blood power and the cultivation of Xuanyi, improve my strength and the carrying 

capacity of the divine body, and exert most of the power of Shuangtong nightmare. However, after the 

explosion of such excess energy, I will fall into a deep sleep and need countless Daojing and equivalent 

things to be awakened again!" 

 

Ye Chen seriously and seriously looks at Xiao Huang. He knows how painful it is for the spirit beast to 

forcibly improve his cultivation and physical strength. 



 

"Master, there's no other way. If I drag on like this, I'll be defeated." 

 

Ye Chen sighed. He knew that Xiao Huang was right. Now breaking is the key! 

 

"Don't worry, I will gather enough Daojing and energy to wake you up!" 

 

his eyes show a firm and serious look, and his Ye Chen's words are true! 

 

"bang!" 

 

The next second, the red and blue light suddenly enlarged, and the whole sky seemed to be broken in 

two by a sword! 

 

Half the sky is red with anger! Half the sky is mysterious blue! 

 

Xiao Huang's body size suddenly enlarged, his towering body, his eyes, with the strong breath of the 

ancient superior, and now every hair is like a very tough blade. 

 

There was a shock from the void, as if fate was angry, blowing up a doomsday storm. 

 

The tyrannical power of nightmare swept the whole Xuanyi mountain range. 

 

Boom! 

 

The red and blue light in Xiao Huang's eyes, as if he could understand people's heart, pierced into every 

Xuanyi's eyes. 

 

All of them felt that they knew the sea and were afraid of shaking. At this moment, their spirits were 

mercilessly smashed, which shaken their firm mind of practicing Taoism for many years. 



 

Even the leader Xuanyi, who has stepped into the realm of Taizhen, is in chaos under the pressure of 

Xiao Huang's nightmare. 

 

His eyes were full of horror! 

 

I'm too strong! But the power of this fierce beast's explosion is more than that of Taizhen! 

 

How could that be! 

 

At this moment, he finally understood why the ancestor fell! 

 

Such archaic heritage should not have been mastered! 

 

The Watcher will die! 

 

But it's too late to wake up! 

 

Ye Chen seizes the opportunity to sacrifice the eight trigrams pagoda and forcibly suppresses the 

numerous Xuanyi arrays, crushing them one by one! 

 

Not far away xuanyunxi looked at this reversal, both relieved, and very sad. 

 

These people used to be her brothers and uncles! 

 

It's also a part of xuanyimen that my grandfather has been in charge for many years! 

 

If all of them fall, the xuanyimen will no longer exist! 

 



"Master..." 

 

Don't have the heart, or don't have the heart. Xuanyunxi can't help shouting, didn't say out of the 

meaning, but are clearly written in the face.Ye Chen takes a look at Xiao Huang. He cuts the grass 

without removing the roots. There will be endless trouble, but it's too cruel for Xuan Yunxi. 

 

Under Huang's dignified posture, he turns around the huge ferocious head and looks at xuanyunxi. 

 

It can only be strengthened for a while. If he is soft hearted for a while, and after he sleeps, the 

xuanyimen revenge on his master, what should they do. 

 

"Master, in that case, I will force them to sign a contract of servitude with you!" 

 

Xiao Huang's two huge claws, a pile of fluffy, form a chaotic oath carrier, but also carries the strong 

breath of nightmare. 

 

"If they betray you, they will be killed by the power of nightmare and the law of chaos!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded happily, this method is the best of both worlds. 

 

Xuanyunxi also nodded, xuanyiren can save her life, this is enough for her, as for the others, it is their 

own fault. 

 

Xuanyi leader and the elders showed their unwilling color, but when Xiao Huang's eyes looked at them 

again, he could only passively accept the slave contract. 

 

Many servant marks appear on the bodies of Xuanyi people. At the same time, ye Chen also feels the 

power of contact with Xuanyi people. 

 

Huang shook his huge head, and his whole body had shrunk back to its original shape, even faintly fell 

into a coma. 

 



"Master, my strength is almost there! I may be in a coma for a while... " 

 

"But I believe we will meet soon..." 

 

Ye Chen steps forward, hugs the unconscious Xiao Huang, looks at him tenderly, and then puts it back 

into the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

"Master..." 

 

Xuanyunxi carrying a sword, hurriedly went to yechen side. 

 

Although she is not in good condition at this time, she is no longer worried about her life. 

 

Xuanyi leader looks at Ye Chen with a wooden look. He knows that he is already a servant of Ye Chen. 

Even if there is a trace of irreverence in his heart, he will be baked by the law of endless fire. 

 

And Xuanyun cut face sad, he did not understand, why Mingming ancestors have died, as long as he can 

get from xuanyunxi hand inheritance! Why did it fail? 
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"No!" 

 

Xuanyun is fierce and not afraid of death. The five elements fire cloud palm bombards again, and the 

target is xuanyunxi. 

 

Ye Chen just slightly a pick eyebrows, eyes a coagulation, air unexpectedly appeared countless 

fluctuations! Xuanyunzha's attack stopped like this, as if he could not go any further! 

 



Then all the powerful spiritual power came back to him. 

 

"I'll kill you!" 

 

Xuanyun cuts his mouth and spits blood, but he doesn't stop. He is more willing to die than to be 

trampled by xuanyunxi! 

 

"Yunzha!" 

 

leader Xuanyi hurried forward, trying to hold him, the rebel who actively wanted to die. 

 

However, it was a step too late, and a Sha sword with the meaning of destruction had penetrated his 

chest. 

 

"I said, my apprentice, no one is qualified to move, no one can." 

 

Ye Chen indifferent said, xuanyunxi pay, has become a part of Ye Chen scale, any to xuanyunxi hands, he 

can't tolerate! 

 

Xuanyi leader's face darkened, kneeling in front of Xuanyun's corpse, with the desolation of white hair 

people sending black hair people. 

 

"Do you have complaints?" 

 

Ye Chen said high above, in his opinion, this father and son, even if it is not too much to kill. 

 

The leader of Xuanyi shook his head repeatedly, and it was his cause and effect. 

 

"Good!" 

 



Ye Chen doesn't worry. They are bound by a contract. As long as he moves a little idea, he can feel it. 

 

Ye Chen knows that he should take care of the aftermath. He takes a look at xuanyunxi, and then his 

eyes fall on the people. He says word by word: "from today on, xuanyunxi is the leader of xuanyimen, 

and she will lead xuanyimen to continue to pass on in the heaven and human domain." 

 

This order, even xuanyunxi are stunned, at this time, ye Chen is the master of all Xuanyi, if he wants to 

be the leader of Xuanyi, it is effortless. 

 

"Master Xuanyimen has many magic powers. It's also a chance for you... " 

 

The implication of xuanyunxi is that he is already telling Ye Chen that xuanyimen has a deep foundation. 

Why should he return xuanyimen to himself. 

 

Ye Chen smiles, showing a fearless look: "silly apprentice, will I still covet your magic weapons? Besides, 

these things have no value to me any more. " 

 

"I have Xiao Huang enough." 

 

At this moment, xuanyunxi is more confused about yechen's identity. She determines her master's 

background, which must be extraordinary. 

 

Suddenly, she thought of a legend she had overheard. 

 

Beiling Temple of heaven and man is a super monster, but it can suppress many geniuses with one 

sword! 

 

Is this super demon who shakes the heaven and the earth the master? 

 

Xuanyunxi no longer think, eyes again to see Xuanyi people, the expression has taken a cold. 

 



"For many years, I also remember my grandfather's hard work on xuanyimen. I don't want xuanyimen to 

be destroyed. As long as you try your best to help me develop xuanyimen, I will give you all the skills 

that my grandfather left behind." 

 

At this moment, the leader's power is fully displayed! 

 

After the ups and downs of life, xuanyunxi has not been xuanyunxi for a long time! 

 

At the end of the speech, the xuanyimen naturally bowed to the throne. 

 

Ye Chen looks at everything in front of him and shows a happy smile. His cheap apprentice is a blessing 

in disguise this time. His mind has become more mature and tough. 

 

"Master, Xuantian Heart Sutra." 

 

The former leader of Xuanyi took the initiative to hand over Xuantian Heart Sutra, which is the supreme 

leader's keepsake and the highest inheritance of Xuanyi. 

 

Xuan Yun Xi took over, look rather dignified: "you first back." 

 

After seeing everyone leave, xuanyunxi hands the Xuantian Heart Sutra to Ye Chen. 

 

"Master Take this half of the Heart Sutra. " 

 

Ye Chen shakes his head and refuses, and does not say that it is only half of the Heart Sutra. For him, the 

things of the heavenly daughter are just like this. 

 

"No, I'll help you find the rest of the Sutra when you have a chance." 

 

Xuanyunxi gratefully looks at yechen: "master, can you tell me your true identity?" 



 

Ye Chen listens to her to remind, just reaction come over, oneself all the time is to change appearance 

of elephant in front of Xuan Yun Xi. 

 

"In that case, I don't hide any more. My name is Ye Chen!" 

 

Ye Chen's face is full of indifference, but his face has returned to his true appearance. 

 

"Ye Chen But that ye Chen of the North Ling Temple? " 

 

Xuanyunxi slowly chewed these two words, and said to her, this name is the Savior of her destiny, is her 

big chance, big cause and effect. 

 

Ye Chen also felt no need to hide, nodded. 

 

"Yunxi, the cause and effect cycle in the world is nothing more than greed. I hope you can understand 

the cause and effect between your grandfather and Xiao Huang." 

 

Ye Chen lowered his head to ponder for a while, or slowly said, since Xuan Yunxi is his apprentice, he 

doesn't want her and Xiao Huang to have estrangement."I understand." 

 

Xuanyunxi of course understands the meaning of Ye Chen's words at this time. In the face of Xiao 

Huang's mood, although it is complex, just as ye Chen said, all the causes and effects come from the 

greed of the human heart. 

 

This may be the cause and effect of grandfather, everything has long been doomed. 

 

The world of martial arts is so cruel. 

 

"In the future, if you have anything, you can go to taixuan array gate or Beiling temple to find me." 

 



Ye Chen Mou son one coagulates, opening a way. 

 

He hoped to see a different xuanyunxi in the future, and before he left, ye Chen implanted the law of a 

sea of stars into xuanyunxi's sea of knowledge, according to the command of Luo Taixu, the God of the 

sea of stars in reincarnation cemetery. It seems that this God of the sea of stars is also very interested in 

xuanyunxi. 

 

"Farewell, master, apprentice!" 

 

Xuanyunxi kneels down and looks at yechen leaving. 

 

The frost stone in her hand is shining brightly, reflecting colorful clouds. It actually converges with the 

Xuantian Heart Sutra in her hand and turns into a green lake, emitting the supreme spirit. 

 

The green water of the lake flows into xuanyunxi's meridians slowly. However, her blood, which had 

been awakened, becomes more extreme and purer under the scouring of the lake. 

 

The original Xuantian Heart Sutra at this time contains the small self in the frost stone. 

 

The vast and powerful Xuanguang Qi, which can swallow the sun and the moon, envelops the whole 

Xuanyi mountain range layer upon layer. It is like a goddess coming to the Shenze, which makes the 

Xuanyi people worship! 

 

Strange things happened, xuanyunxi unexpectedly broke through at this moment! And the breath of 

breakthrough has not stopped! 

 

The spirit of the whole Xuanyi mountain is endless flowing towards xuanyunxi's divine body! 

 

Xuanyunxi's blood at this time is undoubtedly the most suitable person to practice Xuantian Heart Sutra. 

Since then, she really has the qualification to run a school! 

 

The key, she never thought that her strength will soar at this moment! 



 

…… 
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At the same time, heaven and man, a place covered by endless frost. 

 

Here the cold wind bursts, the space is full of the absolute cold rule! 

 

Even if the general situation is too real, strong people want to survive in it are difficult! 

 

But in such a desperate situation, there is a beautiful figure! 

 

The owner of the figure sits cross legged, wearing a lingerie colored dress. His skin is better than snow, 

his eyes are closed, his eyelashes are trembling, and his body exudes a cool, elegant and lofty 

temperament. It makes people feel ashamed and dare not profane! 

 

If ye Chen is here, he will find that this person is Wei Ying! 

 

Wei Ying, the supreme leader of juehan palace! 

 

During this period of time, Wei Ying wanted to pursue the ultimate of martial arts, so she kept practicing 

with Su Mohan! 

 

Every practice is a disaster of life and death! 

 

This is the 19th time that Wei Ying has chosen to practice in despair! 

 



At the moment, Wei Ying's whole body seems to be immersed in the endless deep ice abyss, surrounded 

by ice. 

 

Her whole body was almost covered with frost, even her eyebrows were feathery, and her whole body 

was frozen and shivering! 

 

She cold body into the way, can let her such a state, visible now how bad the situation is! 

 

At the moment, Wei Ying is like a sharp blade of ice, like a chaotic creature captured by ice. 

 

Su Mo, a white haired woman on one side, looks at Wei Ying's declining day by day. She can't bear it in 

her eyes. 

 

"Ah What are you doing! " 

 

"Why 

 

"For ye Chen?" 

 

"Do you know how long you can live?" 

 

"If you do that, the boy doesn't know!" 

 

Wei Ying is stubborn biting her red lips, and her teeth tremble and rub before. Now she can hardly speak 

clearly, but she still says vaguely: 

 

"Ye Chen has to face xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian, and offends the East emperor's temple. The East 

emperor's temple will never give up. Ye Chen has to face Hong Tianjing, the supreme daughter! I Love 

him, I want to do something for him. Even in silence. " 

 

"Even if I die, I'll take a chance!" 



 

Su Mo Han looks at his apprentice, some helpless. 

 

She wanted to persuade her, but how could she not? 

 

When a woman is trapped in love, she will put herself in danger. 

 

At present, Wei Ying's state is getting worse and worse. At this time, her heart is just thinking about ye 

Chen. Since the apprentice is thinking about this son, she will find Ye Chen for Wei Ying! 

 

"I'll take you back. After that, I'll go out for a while." 

 

…… 

 

The screen turns. 

 

Ye Chen stepped out of the Xuanyi mountains and returned to the outside world. 

 

Although Xiao Huang has fallen into a deep sleep, ye Chen is confident that he can wake him up. 

 

Moreover, this may be a great chance for Xiao Huang. After all, without Xuanyi's profound cultivation, 

he might not have evolved into a two pupil nightmare cub so quickly. 

 

Now Xiao Huang is a very strong card for ye Chen. 

 

Even he suspected that everything about xuanyimen might be arranged by the heavenly daughter. If 

everything is as ye Chen expected, the heavenly daughter is very confident. She wants to finish the pig 

raising plan and let Ye Chen stand in front of her. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 



 

The void is broken and a familiar call comes. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the void doubtfully. It's su Mo Han. 

 

"Master, why are you here?" 

 

All the time, Su Mo Han and Ren Feifan are the same. Unless they are at a critical moment, they seldom 

meet Ye Chen. After all, if they are infected with their cause and effect, they are easy to be discovered 

by the supreme world. 

 

"I have something urgent to tell you during my trip." 

 

Su Mo cold expression is no longer indifferent, but eyes are full of heart. 

 

See this scene, can't help but let Ye Chen heart sink, isn't Wei Ying accident? 

 

"Master, please say it." 

 

Su Mo Han pondered for a moment, and said: "my stupid apprentice, in order to improve his own realm, 

went to the frozen Jedi without telling me, and even forced to swallow a piece of cold things." 

 

"And it's all for one person!" 

 

"What 

 

After hearing this, ye Chen was shocked. With Wei Ying's strong character, in order to help himself, he 

did it! 

 



Su Mo Han, with a look of hating iron but not steel, continued, "although she has excellent talent and is 

naturally suitable for practicing the law of ice, Qi can shake the supreme cold things in such a state!" 

 

"Master, how is she now?" 

 

Leaf Chen heart almost all want to jump out, for fear from Su Mo cold mouth say a silk not good result. 

 

"She can't bear the power of the extremely cold things. Now she has become the carrier of the 

extremely cold things. In a year at most, she will completely become a container carrying the law of ice 

and lose all consciousness.""A year!" 

 

Ye Chen exclaimed, and his mournful look showed. He stepped out and said: "master, please take me to 

see her!" 

 

Su Mo Han's trip is to let Wei Ying see ye Chen again. Without hesitation, he takes Ye Chen back to his 

palace. 

 

"She's in there. Go yourself!" 

 

Stepping to the door, Su Mohan no longer enters. Wei Ying's present appearance is really worrying, and 

she doesn't want to see Wei Ying's forced support in order to reassure her. 

 

Not close to inside, ye Chen has felt the cold air from the shop. 

 

An extremely dangerous frost is filling the whole hall. 

 

On the ground, there is also the power of law, which is as cold as frost. 

 

Cold, thorough cold heart, piercing general penetration Ye Chen tough body. 

 

"Wei Ying!" 



 

Ye Chen completely ignores the invasion of this frost cold, speeds up the pace, and goes directly to Wei 

Ying. 

 

At the moment, Wei Ying is lying on a piece of warm jade. It's obvious that Su Mohan used it to help her 

control the antiquities. However, under the strong cold, the warm jade is also covered with a thin layer 

of frost. 

 

At this time, Wei Ying was buried under the plume of fire. Some of the plumes still had the afterglow of 

a flaming Phoenix. Her breath was even as good as that of Yan xuan'er! 

 

It's obvious that Su Mohan went to Huoyu forest, one of the Jedi in heaven and man, to expose the 

cause and effect for her precious apprentice. 

 

Even with these two magic weapons, Wei Ying's eyebrows and hair have been frosted. She is still 

shivering. 

 

"Wei Ying!" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, ye Chen saw Wei Ying's closed eyes slowly open, and the latter seemed to 

believe what his eyes saw, opening and closing again and again. 

 

"Ye Ye Chen You How do you Here we are 

 

At this time, Wei Ying's situation was extremely bad, and her words were not clear. 

 

"Don't say anything! Bite my finger 

 

Ye Chen is very clear, his blood is more useful than anything! 

 

As long as Wei Ying sucks her fingers, she will be able to recover as soon as possible! 
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Wei Ying hesitated for a few seconds, but she did. 

 

The blood enters Wei Ying's body! 

 

However, this time, Wei Ying did not recover as well as others! 

 

Ye Chen's expression suddenly changed! 

 

My blood is useless! 

 

At this moment, ye Chen is a little flustered! What's on his mind? Take out your fingers! 

 

The next second, he began to use the eight trigrams heaven elixir. When he saw Wei Ying like this, his 

heart hurt. I don't know how long she had resisted such a day. 

 

The eight trigrams heavenly elixir is made by the eight trigrams road. It can be refined by eight methods: 

Heaven method, earth method, water method, fire method, thunder method, Ze method, wind method 

and mountain method. The refined elixir has the wonderful implication of the nature of heaven and 

earth and the mystery of the eight trigrams. 

 

Precious medicinal materials and hot elixirs are all thrown into the Bagua elixir stove by Ye Chen without 

blinking. 

 

"Ye Chen No In vain Strength. " 

 

Wei Ying looks at Ye Chen this to dig out the light family background appearance, the gas if the 

gossamer struggles to sit up, wants to stop Ye Chen. 



 

Ye Chen didn't say anything, the anxiety between eyebrows made him more and more irritable. 

 

At the same time, Geng Jinyuan Fu and Xu tuyuan Fu exude Geng Jinxu Tuqi, and a grand eight trigrams 

pattern appears behind Ye Chen. Endless divine light is surging. The eight star positions of heaven and 

earth, Kanli and zhendui, are constantly shining and bright, and the vast atmosphere is earth shaking. 

 

Such a magnificent gas, flow in the furnace above. 

 

Even ye Chen also joined his own blood essence! 

 

"It's done!" 

 

A red pill with extremely high quality floated out of the furnace. 

 

Ye Chen steps forward and feeds the pill into Wei Ying's mouth, looking forward to her swallowing. 

 

"How's it going?" 

 

Ye Chen pressed Wei Ying's meridians with one hand. 

 

However, there is no change in pulse! 

 

The cold evil spirit in Wei Ying's body is still the same as before, running around her body. 

 

When Wei Ying saw Ye Chen's disappointed expression, she forced a smile from the corner of her mouth 

and comforted her: "it doesn't matter This time, it's me It's willful. " 

 

Ye Chen sees Wei Ying's appearance of pushing everything onto himself, which makes him feel even 

more distressed. He can't watch Wei Ying lose her vitality. 



 

Wei Yingqiang held on for a while, but eventually fell asleep. 

 

Even in her sleep, her brows are tightly wrinkled, which shows that she is struggling to resist all the time. 

 

Whether it's magic power or treasure, there is no way for Wei Ying's state at this time. 

 

What on earth is this cold thing? It has such power! 

 

Ye Chen walks out of the palace. He can't wait to find Su Mo han to find out the solution of this cold 

thing. 

 

Since the problem lies in this too cold thing! As long as we break through this cold thing, we can surely 

save Wei Ying! 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen came to the main hall! 

 

To his surprise, Mr. Ren, whom I haven't seen for a long time, is also on the main hall! 

 

Obviously, this time Mr. Ren appeared here just for Wei Ying's sake! 

 

Ye Chen nodded toward Ren Fanfan, then gazed at Su Mo Han and said, "master Su, how can that cold 

thing be cracked? I'm sure you have a way 

 

However, Su Mo Han's answer to Ye Chen is to make ye Chen feel like a bolt from the blue! 

 

"Ye Chen, if there is a way, Wei Ying will not be like this." 

 



Ye Chen a Zheng, still ask a way: "Su elder, Ren elder, really have no way?" 

 

Ye Chen almost can't believe his ears. Su Mo Han and Ren Fanfan are as strong as those in the world. Ye 

Chen doesn't believe that they have no way at all. 

 

But obviously, they are not joking with Ye Chen. Su Mohan and Ren Feifan are helpless in the face of Wei 

Ying's situation at this time. 

 

In Ye Chen's heart, Ren Fanfan was originally an all powerful man. At this time, Ren Fanfan also showed 

a bitter color with no way. 

 

Su Mohan explained: "there is no way, even the people in the world may not be able to swallow it. After 

Wei Ying's cultivation and strength forced her to swallow it, it wasn't long before I found something 

wrong with her. First, the cold in her body broke uncontrollably, and then her whole body began to 

spread her spiritual power. Under my pressure, she revealed the truth 。” 

 

"She has one chance in ten thousand to swallow the cold things and awaken the blood in the cold 

things! Strength is beyond everything! This makes her so risky, however, the chance of one in ten 

thousand is slim after all! She failed. " 

 

Su Mo Han sighs of say, if she early a little bit know, perhaps still have a way, too cold thing force out her 

body. But it's too late to say that. 

 

"Master, is there really no way to take this thing?" 

 

Ye Chen doesn't give up to say. 

 

Su Mohan shakes his head and his eyes are sad. 

 

"Do you know what it is?" Suddenly, Ren said in a deep voice."Master, do you know the origin of this 

thing?" 

 



Ye Chen heart a joy, full of hope to see to Ren extraordinary, for this too cold thing, he didn't know. 

 

"I only know its full name - Bingming ancient jade. It is said that because of the void breaking in the 

supreme world in the first World War, Bingming ancient jade fell down and remained in the frozen Jedi 

all the time, but no one knows its cause and effect." 

 

Ancient jade in the ice? 

 

Ye Chen felt a sigh in his heart, and a trace of helplessness rose in his heart. Not only he, but also they 

knew nothing about the frost Jedi. 

 

"But according to the rumor, Bingming ancient jade has condensed the heart of ancient jade, and Wei 

Ying can get it in the frost Jedi. It is very likely that Wei Ying did not find it, and it chose Wei Ying." 

 

Ren Fanfan looks into the palace with a little deep meaning. Su Mohan turns to him for help at the first 

time. Naturally, he knows Wei Ying's situation like the back of his hand. 

 

In Wei Ying's case, it is impossible to suppress Bingming ancient jade from beginning to end, but at the 

beginning, it can hide Su Mohan. There is only one possibility, that is, it is too cold to hide its own 

breath. 

 

"If we infer from this, doesn't it mean that the ancient Bingming jade chose Wei Ying as its host?" 

 

Ye Chen hit the nail on the head of say, originally thought this is hit by mistake, but didn't think, this may 

be the choice of this too superior thing. 

 

It seems that this is a world in which treasures are too strange. Then this may be a conspiracy from the 

supreme world. 

 

This life is the overall situation, even will Wei Ying shrouded in it? 

 

Or is she already in the game because of Ye Chen? 



 

"Well, since you're here, you'd better accompany her." 

 

Su Mo Han sighs and looks at Ye Chen with a look of compassion. After saying that, she has turned and 

left. What she can do as a master has already been done, and what she can't do is doomed by cause and 

effect. 

 

Ren extraordinary saw Ye Chen one eye, after all is not to say anything, for him, the most important 

thing is to complete the complete layout of the last life, hope Ye Chen will not be hit by this. 

 

Ye Chen certainly won't be depressed because of Wei Ying, because for Wei Ying, he won't watch her 

die! 

 

Although Ren Fanfan and Su Mohan can't crack it, he wants to save Wei Ying even if he breaks the sky of 

heaven and man! 

 

Hesitating for a few seconds, ye Chen said: "it seems that we can only ask that one." 

Chapter 5370 

 

 

 

In Ye Chen heart, Ren special and Su Mo cold all don't know of affair, also only those a few guys have 

possibility. 

 

But in the supreme world, why do the protoss practitioners suddenly come to heaven and man? What is 

the origin of this? 

 

"After the arrival of Guqi in heaven and man, he was a strange man of a generation. He left many 

treasures and was also known as the God of refining utensils. However, he had great powers and 

appeared and disappeared. Few people knew his whereabouts." 

 



Xuanhan sighed and said, "if you want to save Wei Ying and find Gu Qi, maybe there's still a chance, but 

it depends on your chance. It's hard to find this guy. Even I learned the secret by accident. " 

 

"Thank you, fairy." 

 

Ye Chen says gratefully, the news that Xuan Hanyu provides for him is just timely rain. 

 

Ye Chen quickly walks back to the palace and takes a look at Wei Ying, who is surrounded by 

innumerable rules and disaster Qi. Ning Zhong says: "Wei Ying, don't worry, I will find Gu Qi! Sure 

 

…… 

 

Since ye Chen knows a clue, he finds Su Mo Han and Ren Feifan for the first time! 

 

He needs more information! 

 

On the main hall, a clear female voice resounds! 

 

"Ye Chen, what do you say? How about the protoss 

 

Su Mo Han looks at Ye Chen incredulously. She knows that ye Chen has a reincarnation cemetery, but 

this ancient jade is not an ordinary thing. Ye Chen doesn't know how to know it! 

 

Is this Wei Ying's cause and effect? 

 

Wei Ying is infected with this ancient jade because of Ye Chen. Should it be dissolved because of Ye 

Chen? 

 

"Mr. Su, Mr. Ren, do you know something about the ancient Qi of the alchemist?" 

 



Ye Chen hastens to pursue to ask a way, with Su Mo cold and Ren extraordinary supernatural power 

vast, perhaps just didn't bind the ice dark ancient jade and Lian Shen clan together before, now had the 

Xuan fairy's hint, they two should know a little bit more. 

 

Ren Fanfan frowned, taishanggu clan, Lian Shenzu? He had many impressions, but the only one who 

came to heaven and man was Lianshen Guqi, but he didn't have much memory. A tiny bit of 

 

's cold as like as two peas, she looked at her with a look of hope. She was just like the leaf Chen's mood 

at that time. 

 

"Guqi..." 

 

Ren Feifan carefully breathes the name, the supreme light in his hand is slowly flowing, and the blood 

moon mark of the pupil also looms. 

 

After a long time, he said: "in fact, I do remember this man. If I guess correctly, when he came to heaven 

and man, he attracted all the sects at that time to ask for the magic weapon of treasure. But I don't 

know why, he suddenly chose to stay away from the world and live in seclusion by a lake." 

 

"Over time, his existence is like a stone sinking into the sea The lakeside seems to be called star lake... " 

 

Before Ren Fanfan finished speaking, Xuan Hanyu's voice began to ring almost at the same time: 

 

"boy, I remember that in order to escape something, Gu Qi finally lived in seclusion by a star lake." 

 

"By the star lake!" 

 

Ye Chen repeats Xuan Hanyu's voice, and says with one voice of Ren extraordinary. 

 

Su Mo Han was overjoyed when he heard the words, "in this way, if you go to the Bank of the star lake, 

you can find the ancient Qi of alchemy." 

 



"The map of heaven and man is vast, and there are lots of places like star lake and sea water." 

 

Ren Fanfan shook his head, indicating that Su Mo Han should not be too optimistic. 


